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Executive summary
This report provides a summary of Roads and Maritime Services community and stakeholder
consultation carried out on a proposal to extend the existing southbound right turn bay on Hume
Highway into Memorial Avenue at Liverpool.
This proposal is part of the NSW Government’s $300 million Urban Roads Pinch Point Program,
which aims to reduce congestion and improve travel times on Sydney’s busiest corridors.
The proposal includes:
•

extending the existing southbound right turn bay on the Hume Highway into Memorial
Avenue

•

upgrading the existing centre median and kerb

Roads and Maritime distributed 4500 letters to the community and stakeholders in November 2016
seeking feedback on the proposal. We received feedback from four community members and one
organisation. Key community concerns included possible traffic delays and adjustments to traffic
light phasing.
After careful review of all community feedback as well as consideration of the proposal’s aims and
design requirements, we have decided not to proceed with the proposal.
We thank the community and stakeholders for considering the proposal.
We will keep the community informed of any future proposals in the area.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Background

Hume Highway (Copeland Street) in Liverpool is a six lane divided carriageway with three lanes in
each direction. The intersection with Memorial Avenue is two lanes in both directions.
The intersection of Hume Highway is controlled by traffic signals. Currently southbound traffic on
the Hume Highway turns right into Memorial Avenue on a dedicated right turn bay. High traffic
volumes result in it reaching capacity and disrupting the flow of southbound traffic, causing delays
during peak periods.

1.2.

The proposal

The proposal includes:
•

extending the existing southbound right turn bay on the Hume Highway into Memorial
Avenue

•

upgrading the existing centre median and kerb.

This proposal is part of the NSW Government’s $300 million Urban Roads Pinch Point Program,
which aims to reduce congestion and improve travel times on Sydney’s busiest corridors.

2. Consultation approach
2.1.

Consultation objectives

We consulted with the community in November 2016 to:
•

seek comment, feedback, ideas and suggestions for us to consider when developing the
proposal

•

build a database of interested and concerned community members with whom we can
continue to engage during the project.

2.2.

How consultation was done

We sought feedback on the proposal between Thursday 3 November 2016 and Friday 18
November 2016. Community members and stakeholders were encouraged to provide feedback
and make comments via email, mail or phone contact with the project team. Our consultation tools
are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1 – How consultation was done
Have Your Say letter –
November 2016 (Appendix A)

Website

•

Delivered to 4500 residents and businesses in the assessed
noise impact area (Appendix B) for comment on the proposed
design.

•

Direct emails were sent to local and state Members of
Parliament, Council, local transport, educational facilities,
utilities and emergency services in the area.

•

Details of the proposal were provided on the Roads and
Maritime website.

3. Consultation summary
3.1.

Overview

Roads and Maritime distributed 4500 letters to the community and stakeholders in November 2016
seeking feedback on the proposal. We received five submissions including feedback from four
community members and one organisation. Four community members were in agreement with the
proposal. Key issues raised include concerns over possible traffic delays, requests for traffic light
phasing adjustments and matters that were out of scope of this proposal.
We thank the community and stakeholders for considering the proposal.
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3.2 Feedback summary and Roads and Maritime’s responses
Roads and Maritime has provided responses to all feedback received on this proposal. The responses are provided directly to the person who
commented as well as in this report, which will be made available to the public.
All comments have been considered to help Roads and Maritime make decisions on this proposal.
Table 2 – Feedback summary and Roads and Maritime’s responses
Category

Matters raised

Roads and Maritime’s response

The improvements will cause
unnecessary congestion
during construction and traffic
delays

Prior to commencing any construction, we consult the community on a proposed
work schedule and make every effort to minimise impacts for motorists and
residents.

Traffic light phasing

Increase the green time for
each right turn phase from
both Memorial Avenue into
Copeland Street and from the
Hume Highway into Memorial
Avenue

The traffic lights at the intersection of Memorial Avenue and Hume Highway /
Copeland Street are part of the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive System (SCATS).
The green time for each phase or movement is allocated by SCATS. This
allocation is determined by measured traffic demand and density and continually
varies for all approaches to ensure maximum efficiency for all road users.

Traffic

Roads and Maritime should
extend the existing northbound
right turn into Memorial
Avenue as current traffic
exceeds the capacity of
existing right turn bay

Out of Scope

Further capacity improvements
around the Liverpool City
Centre between Bigge Street
and Hoxton Park should be
investigated

Construction impacts

Roads and Maritime will consider this as part of future planning for the area.
We will keep the community informed of any future projects.

Roads and Maritime will consider this as part of future planning for the area.
We will keep the community informed of any future projects.

4. Decision

We have carefully reviewed all community feedback and re-examined the aims and designs of the
proposed intersection improvements, in line with the $300 million Urban Roads and Pinch Point
Program. Based on these considerations, we have determined that at present the proposal would
not be of benefit to the intersection at Hume Highway and Memorial Avenue, Liverpool. We have
decided not to proceed with the proposal.
We thank the community and stakeholders for considering the proposal.
We will keep the community informed of any future proposals in the area.
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5. Appendices
6.1

Appendix A – Have Your Say letter July 2016

6.2

Appendix B – Distribution area

6.3

Appendix C – Project map
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